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My dream for Bengaluru is to make
it a sustainable citizen-powered
city with sustainable thinking
and coordination

Believing in representation to bring about a
social change, Rishvanjas Raghavan, Founding
President of Bengaluru NavaNirmana Party
(BNP) Nava Yuva, wrote cold mails to national
parties to learn the ins and outs of politics
and formulation of policies for the wellbeing of citizens. His perseverance
bore fruit and he worked across
political parties on varied
projects to improve the quality
of life for Bengalureans. Having
learnt the dynamics of politics in
Delhi, Raghavan finds no better option
than local governance to make a
COVER
transformative impact
STORY

FULL INTERVIEW ON PAGE 7
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WITH NO LEADS, POLICE
SEEK PUBLIC HELP TO
NAB ACID ATTACKER

OB Bureau
ith no leads in the acid
attack case, city police
have released multiple
photographs of Nagesh Babu in
different looks seeking public
help to arrest him. Nagesh Babu
on April 28 attacked a 24-year-old
woman with acid. She is battling
for her life in a hospital in the city.
Nagesh Babu, a resident of
Hegganahalli, runs a small
garment factory. A senior police
officer said that seven teams comprising over 100 policemen have
been deployed for hunting down
Nagesh Babu.
“It was a planned attack and he
had made enough plans. He has
either switched off his phone or
has thrown it away. The last location to which he was tracked was

W

Majestic and we have information that he was there on his bike.
After that, we do not have any
evidence about his whereabouts.
We have circulated his photos to
many states in South India,” the
officer added.
After the incident, the police
had brought his sister and brother
for questioning but they said that
they did not know much about
his whereabouts. He has not used
his debit card. It is learnt that he
sold materials and machinery
from his garment factory before
the incident. We suspect he might
have changed his look to avoid
detection, the officer said.
On April 28, Nagesh Babu allegedly attacked a 24-year-woman
with acid while she was heading to
work in Sunkadakatte on Magadi

PLAN YOUR WEEK
WILD COMEDY NIGHTS AT
INDIRANAGAR

F ri 06 May 2022 - Sun 22 May
2022
Tilt Bar Republic (European Bar):
Bengaluru
₹ 199 onwards
Why should you attend?
Come down for a great night of
Laughter. DON`T MISS OUT
Watch the funniest comedians in
Bangalore under one roof
Good food and great ambience
About: Comedy Shots presents
Wild Comedy Nights.
Come on down with friends,
family, enemies, random
strangers, or by yourself for an
absurd, edgy, and funny evening
at The Tilt Bar Republic as these
Bangalore regulars try to crack
you up with their jokes.

SAIKIRAN - NEARLY NICE GUY
S at 07 May 2022 - Sun 08 May
2022
Multiple Venues
₹ 499
Why should you attend?

SOURCE: BOOKMYSHOW

heckled by celebrities, had people
crying in a show, threatened
multiple times, performed for Anil
Kapoor’s back and gotten heckled
in languages he doesn’t speak.
T o watch the very funny Saikiran
Live
To see a completely Clean and
fully English comedy show
To learn what is Mission Bahamas
About: After a touring all over the
country with his “Pure Veg Jokes”,
India`s most viral English standup
comic Saikiran is back with his
brand new Stand-up comedy solo
“NEARLY NICE GUY”. In this show
he explores Why am I like this? Is it
the genes? Or the lack of means?
This show will spill the beans.

WORST SHOW EVER!

S un 08 May 2022 at 8:00 PM
Hyatt Centric MG Road: Bengaluru
₹ 299 onwards
About: Sorabh Pant once
performed for a tree. He’s also
competed with a buffet, had 100
people walk out of a show, been

road. While the woman fell on the
ground, Nagesh continued to pour
acid on her as she screamed for
help. He then fled from the spot.
According to police sources,
Nagesh lived as a tenant in the
house of the woman’s uncle for
seven years and was stalking her.
The woman, an M.Com graduate, had denied Nagesh’s proposals whenever he approached
her. Annoyed by his frequent requests, the woman complained
to her uncle, who forced Nagesh
to vacate his house a few months
ago. However, he continued to
stalk her and on Wednesday
he went down to her office and
created ruckus in front of her
colleagues and she made it clear
that she had always treated him
as a brother.

₹

KARAOKE NIGHT FT. KJ
ASHWIN BHATIA

 ed 11 May 2022 - Wed 25 May
W
2022
Hard Rock Cafe: Bengaluru
About: Have you ever let your
inner bathroom singer play for
the rest of the world?
If not, our Karaoke Nights are the
perfect opportunity to let loose
and sing like no one is watching
with a group of people who care
about your passion of singing and
want to share it with you.
Bring your friends and family to
Hard Rock Cafe Bengaluru for an
unforgettable Karaoke night.

MANDALA ART WORKSHOP
S at 07 May 2022 - Sat 28 May
2022
Watch on Zoom

366
About: Banjara Gypsy brings
amazing artist - Chandrima
Mandal She holds an expertise in
training kids and adults.
It`s alright if you are totally a
beginner or an expert. we have
designed upcoming modules
depends on your comfort.

HOLLOW & EMPTY FT. VIVEK
MURALIDHARAN
S un 08 May 2022 - Sat 21 May
2022
Multiple Venues
₹ 299 onwards
Why should you attend?
All safety measures taken at
venue, including security guard

 o clothes, no entry. Clothes are
N
mandatory for this event
Hand sanitizers to be worn
around face throughout the show
About: DO NOT MISS THIS! Post
his political Standup Comedy
special “India Juice” (check it out
on YouTube if you haven`t yet),
Vivek Muraidharan brings his next
special “Hollow & Empty”, where
he makes fun of everything from
family, spirituality, science and the
pandemic among other things in
his signature style of standup
comedy.
BANGALORE : Cover charge of Rs
99 payable at the venue redeemable on F&
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STATE
SIGNS
MOU
TO
NEWS
AT A GLANCE

NIMHANS LOSES
PATIENTS’ DATA
TO RANSOMWARE
ATTACK; EXTENT
OF DAMAGE
UNKNOWN

BUILD INDIA’S FIRST
SEMICONDUCTOR
PLANT IN MYSURU

OB Bureau

I

n what seems to be a breach of privacy ‘to an extent unknown’, Bangalore’s
premiere mental health institute,
National Institute of Mental Health and
Neurosciences (NIMHANS), seems
to have lost extensive data following a
ransomware attack.
According to sources in the know, the
incident took place on March 23. The
staff reportedly could not access any files
on their computers and all the data was
encrypted and ‘unreadable’.
Soon after the cyberattack, NIMHANS
employees’ association approached IT
cell experts, but were disappointed with
the outcome.
NIMHANS director Pratima Murthy
filed a police complaint only on April
30. According to the complaint, several
laboratory reports of the patients, data
of patients including their names and
history of illness have been encrypted.
The hacker has asked NIMHANS to pay
$5,000 in bitcoins to decrypt the same.
The ‘extent of damage’ is still unknown,
according to sources.

VOICE FOR THE
VOICELESS!

Have you been a victim to the vicious
circle of bribery or even public nuisance? Know your rights, say ‘no’ to
bribery. We see you, we hear you and
we’re there to put your stories out.
Let’s expose anyone who misuses their
badge of authority. This could be
your local traffic police or any
government official. Send
in your pictures, videos and
stories with proper date
stamps and allow us to aid
your voice.

9886555565

OB Bureau
he city police on Saturday arrested
a man for posing as a staffer of the
Prime Minister’s Office (PMO) and
cheating a software engineer of Rs 89
lakh to help her remove her visa from
the ‘blacklist category’.

T

The accused is identified as Arahanth
Mohan Kumar Lakkavalli, a B.Com
graduate and a resident of Rajajinagar.
He is also a real estate agent and claims
that he has worked with the Intelligence
Bureau (IB) and Research and Analysis
Wing (RAW) which reports directly to

the PMO.
The incident came to light recently
when the victim, Sonal Saxena (31),
filed a police complaint at Bellandur
Police Station.
In June 2019, when Sonal was flying
to Kuala Lumpur, Mohan was seated
next to her. He befriended her and
introduced himself as a staffer in the
PMO. Sonal shared with him how her
visa to Italy and Czech Republic were
rejected. Mohan took the details and
assured to help her.
In January 2020, Sonal’s visa was
cleared and she informed Mohan about
the same. Mohan then told her that her
name was in the blacklist under suspected terrorist activities and that he
used his contacts to remove her name
from the blacklist. He also said that
he had to pay 5 lakh euros (Rs 4 crore
approx) to Austria and Czech Republic
and 2 lakh euros (Rs2 crore approximately) to Italy to clear her name. He
then asked her to repay him.
When she said she cannot pay the
huge sum, he told her to give him however much as she could. Between February and September 2021, the woman
has paid Rs 89 lakh in multiple transactions to Mohan. When she did not get
any reply from him on April 26 this year,
she filed a complaint with the Bellandur
police, Deputy Commissioner of Police
(DCP) (Whitefield) S Girish said.
Police swung into action the next
day and arrested him. They received
several documents which show that he
had visited many police stations and
DCP offices with the woman to fake his
contacts. The DCP said the man isn’t
cooperating with the investigation and
will probe further.

FRAUDSTER CONS TECHIE OF `89L
UNDER THE GUISE OF PMO STAFFER
T
OB Bureau
he city police on Saturday arrested a man
for posing as a staffer
of the Prime Minister’s
Office (PMO) and cheating
a software engineer of Rs
89 lakh to help her remove
her visa from the ‘blacklist
category’.
The accused is identified as Arahanth Mohan
Kumar Lakkavalli, a B.Com
graduate and a resident
of Rajajinagar. He is also a
real estate agent and claims
that he has worked with the
Intelligence Bureau (IB) and Research
and Analysis Wing (RAW) which reports
directly to the PMO.
The incident came to light recently
when the victim, Sonal Saxena (31),

filed a police complaint at
Bellandur Police Station.
In June 2019, when Sonal
was flying to Kuala Lumpur,
Mohan was seated next
to her. He befriended her
and introduced himself as
a staffer in the PMO. Sonal
shared with him how her
visa to Italy and Czech
Republic were rejected.
Mohan took the details and
assured to help her.
In January 2020, Sonal’s
visa was cleared and she
informed Mohan about
the same. Mohan then told
her that her name was in the blacklist
under suspected terrorist activities and
that he used his contacts to remove her
name from the blacklist. He also said
that he had to pay 5 lakh euros (Rs 4

crore approx) to Austria and Czech Republic and 2 lakh euros (Rs2 crore approximately) to Italy to clear her name.
He then asked her to repay him.
When she said she cannot pay the
huge sum, he told her to give him however much as she could. Between February and September 2021, the woman
has paid Rs 89 lakh in multiple transactions to Mohan. When she did not get
any reply from him on April 26 this year,
she filed a complaint with the Bellandur
police, Deputy Commissioner of Police
(DCP) (Whitefield) S Girish said.
Police swung into action the next
day and arrested him. They received
several documents which show that he
had visited many police stations and
DCP offices with the woman to fake his
contacts. The DCP said the man isn’t
cooperating with the investigation and
will probe further.

‘Bangalore through YOUR eyes’
We clearly love Bangalore! On that note, we know everyone loves
Bangalore for their own unique reasons.
So, to celebrate the spirit of Bangalore in stories
and images, we’d like to invite your take on why
Bangalore is the best city ever. For each week,
the entry that makes us swoon and fall in love
with Bangalore all over again, gets to feature in
our Tabloid! Cool right? We invite your entries at:
publisher@ourbangaloreweekly.com

LET’S GROW TOGETHER

OurBangalore would like to invite you to be a part of the tabloid’s
growth initiative because we know that our strength lies with you. What
makes you tick, honestly, makes us tick. So if you want to reach your fellow
Bangaloreans through a memo or an advertisement; do reach out to
ceo@ourbangaloreweekly.com on for queries. Let’s build together,
and only then can we grow together.
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KEMPEGOWDA STATUE’S
NEWS
AT A GLANCE

WOMAN FAKES
ROBBERY TO
KILL HUBBY
AND ESCAPE
WITH LOVER,
HELD
OB Bureau
he Yeshwanthpur police have arrested a woman for killing her husband
and faking a robbery to elope with
her boyfriend.
The accused, Dili Rani (27), was living
with her accountant husband Shankar
Reddy and their 7-year-old son in Yeshwanthpur. On Thursday, their son woke
up to find his parents lying in a pool of
blood. He soon alerted the landlord, who
rushed the couple to the hospital where
Reddy was declared brought dead. Rani
sustained injuries to head and had multiple cuts on her hand. The couple hails
from Andhra Pradesh and were living in
Bangalore.
During the probe, Rani told the cops
that some unknown persons barged into
the house, attacked them with a knife
and made away with one gold chain.
Upon probing further, police found the
‘missing gold chain’ hidden inside Rani’s
house. She was also inconsistent with her
stories.
While analysing the crime scene, police
found that there were no signs of forced
entry. Upon checking her phone, police
realised that she was in a relationship
with another man.
When confronted, Rani confessed to
the crime and revealed that she killed her
husband and faked a robbery so that she
could elope with her lover. Police have
recovered the murder weapon, a knife,
and have launched a man hunt to nab
the lover.

4,000KG SWORD
ARRIVES IN CITY

T

OB Bureau
he 4,000 kg sword to adorn the
massive 108-feet-tall statue of
Kempegowda arrived in a special
truck from Delhi to Bangalore on Tuesday.
Higher education minister CN Ashwath
Narayan received the 35-feet long sword

T

at the airport.
The 85-crore statue is part of the heritage park planned in the 23-acre space at
the international airport premises. The
statue is designed by Padma Bhushan
awardee Ram Vanji Suttar. The Noida-based sculptor is also known for the

statue of Mahatma Gandhi at the Vidhan
Soudha in Bangalore and his most famous
work is the Gujarat’s Statue of Unity - a
182m tall statue of late statesman Vallabbhai Patel.
With the arrival of the sword, the work is
expected to be completed by this year.

BANGALORE START-UP CO-FOUNDER
OFFERS JOB TO ‘POTENTIAL MATCH’
ON MATRIMONIAL
WEBSITE
B
OB Bureau
angalore upped its game by a
notch last week after a co-founder
of a start-up offered a job to her
matrimonial match. The incident left
Twitterati in splits.
Udita Paul, co-founder of Bangalore-based fintech firm Salt, posted a
screenshot of the conversation between
her and her father under the title “what
getting disowned by father looks like”.
The post has received over 14,000 likes
and 1,500 retweets.
Udita’s father had set up a matrimonial match and while talking with the
potential groom, instead of going ahead
with it in a traditional way, she offered
him a job at her company. She asked
him to send his resume and also sent
him the link to apply.
In the screenshot posted, the conversation between the father and daughter
reads like this:
Udita’s father: “Can we talk?... urgent....
you know what u did ...u cannot hire
people from matrimonial site ... what

to tell his father now ...
i saw your message u
gave him interview link
n asked for resume ... reply u crazy girl
... “
Udita’s reply: “... 7 years of fintech
experience is great ... we are hiring. I am
sorry.”
This screenshot has gone viral on social media with many appreciating her.
The following day, Udita updated her
followers of the current scene and said
they could not hire the ‘probable match’
as his salary expectations of Rs 62 lakh,
which her start-up could not afford.
Post this, Udita’s father has also
deleted her matrimonial account from
Jeevansathi.com.
Taking a cue from the incident, the
matrimonial website also pitched in
with a few jokes. The team tweeted: “Let
us know if you still have an opening & we
will apply for the perfect life partner.”
The entire incident has left the internet in splits and meme makers had a
field day about the incident.
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Not Your Average
Cataract Surgery

Bladefree & Safe

Get access to the latest and most advanced
LASER CATARACT SURGERY in Bangalore
BOOK YOUR FREE
CONSULTATION TODAY!

88841 15373
100% CASHLESS FACILITY | 0 COST EMI AVAILABLE | ALL INSURANCES ACCEPTED

Premium Indian
and Imported
Lenses Available

SPOTLIGHT
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Chaithra Annechira
he welcome chimes of
wedding bells, gleaming
eyes of the bride, floral
decoration all around,
laughter echoing down
the halls and the promise of a new
future with your better half – these
aspects dominate the course of
events leading up to the solemn
promise of “for better or for worse”.
The bride thus starts a new phase
in life with the hope of her husband keeping her safe. She steps
into her new abode making it her
home. A beginning of a new love
story? But what happens when this
is short-lived?
Women have been subjected to
violence and injustice for centuries. This could be in any form and
could be inflicted by anyone. In India, rape has been the fourth most
common crime according to the
2019 annual report of the National
Crime Records Bureau (NCRB).
Rape is an act of unlawful sexual
intercourse or any other sexual
penetration without the consent
of the victim. Does this apply to
marriage? With or without being
legally bound by the certificate of
marriage, any sexual act without
consent is termed rape. Without
the spouse’s consent, forcing them
to get intimate just because they
are wed is known as marital rape
or spousal rape.
As of 2019, 150 countries have
criminalised marital rape while
36 countries are still treating the
crime in a nonchalant manner. Is
India one of the countries to not
penalise marital rape?
The country which claims to celebrate women remains one of the
few countries in the world that do
not treat non-consensual sex within marriage as rape. This brings us
to the question, is marriage a mere
gateway for intimacy and nothing
more? Is the wife obligated to fulfil
her “duties” by giving herself to
her husband when she does not
want to?
Is this a result of lack of education
in society or do we just accept the
framework of a society as patriarchal? Do men in India have a license to “legally” rape their wives?
Indian Penal Code (IPC) Section
375 states that “sexual acts by a
man on a woman against her free
will or consent would constitute as
rape”. But the Indian Penal Code
does not come without exceptions.
What are these exceptions?

T

•
•

The first exception states that “a
medical procedure or intervention shall not constitute rape”
The second and by far the most
alarming exception states, “sexual intercourse or sexual acts by
a man with his wife when the
wife is above 18 years of age
would not constitute rape”

May 6 - May 12, 2022

THE VENOM OF

MARITAL

RAPE
VALIDATED BY
AGE-OLD LAWS

With or without being legally bound by the certificate
of marriage, any sexual act without consent is termed
rape. Without the spouse’s consent, forcing them to get
intimate just because they are wed is known as marital
rape or spousal rape. But why is it still legal in India?
How does one report marital
rape in India? Women can file for
a divorce or report a case of rape
under the act of cruelty. While this
has been debated for centuries
now, why is it difficult to accept
marital rape?
This reason is that marital rape
has been normalized socially and
culturally. A woman is “taught” to
be an abiding wife to her husband;
to lawfully listen to him and satiate
his needs.
The system has conveniently
forgotten to teach one’s daughter
to cater to her needs and mental
health; to stand up for herself and
her much-deserved rights. Shocking but true, many of them do not
realize that they have the right to
say “no”. The topic of consent still
stands unexplored among many
in the country. How does marital
rape suppress a woman?

•

•

Marital rape is a tool used by
men who see women as their
“property” – an object that
belongs to them and is a being
with no life.
It emotionally damages a
woman when the consequences

•

are irreversible. Her entire life
is an ocean of turmoil. According to reports, marital rape
could cause depression, sexual
dysfunction, psychological
disorders and even PTSD.
Physically, it could rupture her
genitals. This could include
soreness, bruising, torn muscles
or even signs of fatigue.

On March 23, 2022, The Karnataka High Court’s verdict stated that
“a man cannot escape rape trial
only because the victim is his wife
as it is against the right to equality”. The verdict also suggested
that “lawmakers should heed the
voices of the silent and remove the
inequalities in the statute”.
On the other hand, a representative of Men’s Welfare Trust believes
that this judgment might bring
back the draconian law and would

pave way for women to misuse
the law by encashing men from
a failed marriage. He stated that,
“The husbands, once accused,
would go behind bars, lose their
jobs, children, money, self-esteem
and would carry the tag of a rapist

even if the case is proved to be false
after years of trial and acquittal.”
Can we unveil the truth behind
rape? Women are told to be more
“feminine” in nature. They are
asked to be obedient and not voice
their opinions. They are asked
to be prettier and to cater to the
needs of their spouse. Does this
paint a wrong image for men? Do
women come off as sex objects?
Women living in rural areas are
subjected to gender inequality and
the concept is hard to eradicate
due to lack of knowledge and
education. Is marital rape the only
form of abuse enforced on married
women?
Often women in India are stuck
in a marriage with no escape. This
could either be because she is too
scared of the repercussions or she
succumbs to societal pressure. Either way, the outcome is scarring.
Domestic violence is a beast that
has been unleashed on the women
of our country. Is it because of the
notion that women are weaker
than men that such horrors still
take place? At least 30% of women
experience domestic violence in
India. A love story short-lived turns
into a tale of horror. Let’s identify
the types of abuse:

•
•
•
•
•

Physical Violence
Emotional Abuse
Sexual Assault
Abuse due to Dowry
Honour Killing

Hiranmai Ramakrishnan,
a corporate employee believes that the root cause for
all barbarity against women
is because they are taught to
“adjust” once they are married.
“I feel marriage is nothing but
a license to have sex for many
men in India, whereas marriage
is supposed to be something
beautiful and sacred. A girl
could be well educated with a
soaring career before becoming
a bride, yet she is the only one
willing to compromise. Our
country has been influenced by
the West but not for the right
reasons. Marital rape should be
criminalized. Can a wife force
her husband? A no is a no. It
could either be your wife or
your girlfriend. No one should
touch a woman without her
consent,” she said.
Stand up for yourself and understand that your body is your
temple. No one other than you
can exert rights on it. It’s time to
come out and break the silence.
Till death do us apart? We don’t
think so.
Marital rape
criminalised
Marital rape not
criminalised
‘Marital rape’
not criminalised, but a
husband can be
punished if he
uses violence
(and intimidation) in order to
have sex with
his wife.
Legal status
unclear

COVER STORY
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Shivani Venugopal
or this 22-year-old
Kannadiga, a graduate in
economics and pursuing
Masters in Public Policy
at the National Law
School of India University (NLSIU),
all that he cares about is strengthening the local governance for a
sustainable citizen-powered Bengaluru with sustainable thinking
and coordination.
Rishvanjas Raghavan, Founding
President of BNP Nava Yuva, is patriotic and passionate about electoral politics and formulation of
policies to add value to public life.
Through BNP’s effort of transforming Bengaluru, he’s determined to
reclaim the dirty usage of the term
‘politics’— infamously considered
as a scoundrel’s last resort — by
bringing about a social change.
Being a sports freak and a frisbee
enthusiast, Raghavan believed in
the idea of representation from a
very young age. He considers himself having become sensitive when
he started parenting his younger
brother Ranjodh, who is 10-years
younger to him. Raghavan believes
that this is perhaps what made
him mature enough to lead from
the front to resolve issues.
Born into a typical non-political
middle-class family, Raghavan’s
consistency, commitment and
compassionate politics for the welfare of citizens gained the support
of his professional father Srinivas
and artistic mother Rekha.
Resonating with the ideology of
BNP to unite people through the
3Gs—Good Grassroots, Governance, Raghavan proudly states,
“I’m a Kannadiga and find the
small city of Bengaluru the best in
proportion to manage and bring
about a change. To transform a
city of this proportion itself will
take me 30-40 years to leave a
lasting impact.”
In an interview, Raghavan,
who has a penchant for Carnatic
music and is a flautist and guitarist
himself, spoke about his learnings
from national parties during his
stints with them. He finds similarity
between him and Raghav Chadha,
a young politician in the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) and is inspired by
him. Having gained insights from
his meeting with political strategist
Prashant Kishor, Raghavan stated
without mincing his words, “BNP
is an organic youthful movement
with a motto to transform just Bengaluru, its local governance and
wards.” Excerpts from the interview
are below.

F

You are 22-years-old and already
in politics. What made you join
politics so early in life?
I was 13 when I contested my first
school captain election. From a
very young age I was interested
in the idea of representation. As I
grew, I started understanding the
functioning of a government and
formulation of policies. So, it was
a mix of academic interest and
passion that led me to politics.
Taking up big issues and finding a
solution for them is what spurred
my interested to be in public life.
You graduated in economics and
now pursuing master’s degree in
public policy. Is your specialisation

BNP PROMISES
‘NAVANIRMANA’
OF BENGALURU
THROUGH
TRANSFORMATIVE
GOVERNANCE
acting as a catalyst in realising
your desire to be at the right place
to make valuable contribution to
society?
I realised that a lot of people
specialise in subjects like policies,
governance, advocacy, etc. What’s
the point of knowing the ways of
doing right things if we aren’t in a
position to do so or giving advice
which wouldn’t be implemented?
Hence, I knew that politics is an
avenue where I could deliver a
scalable impact and thus got committed to it at an early stage. It’s the
courage to be on the front to take
things head-on, which inspired me
to add value to lives.
You have been associated with
national parties like the AAP, BJP,
Congress and several MPs and Union Ministers across political parties
on various projects in formulating
policies. What were your learnings?
In July 2019, I was in the Lok Sabha
for a Budget session, sitting a few
meters away from the PM and
other ministers. The energy in the
temple of democracy made me
almost teary. After a lot of perseverance, I got these opportunities to
work with national parties and the
learning was immense—from the
way things happen in the background to the way politics work
and decisions are made. It became
obvious to me that at the state
and national level, a person who
doesn’t come from a political background or has a lot of wealth, will
have minimal impact on society.
Is that the reason why you chose to
be present locally?
The power of an individual to
create an impact is indubitably
immense at local governance like
city corporation, wards and civic
issues. After two-years of my political work, my biggest takeaway was
to invest my time and energy at the
local level.
So, you joined the BNP, which is
world’s first city-centric party to
concentrate on local issues?
That’s right. BNP is very clear to
have a ceiling in ambition. Barring
Bruhat Bengaluru Mahanagara
Palike in Bengaluru, we aren’t
going to contest any state elec-

tions. People who formed BNP
are a group of civic experts, who
have been successful in bringing
about a change in silos. Hence,
these liked minded people came
together to form BNP. We also
have people who aren’t formally educated and grew up in a
ragpicker’s family. For 40 years
he specialised in waste collection
and today he runs his own dry
waste collection centre and has
represented Bengaluru abroad. So,
BNP is about practitioners who
have knowledge about Bengaluru
and care for Bengaluru. We are just
about Bengaluru.
Since BNP is a concept-driven
party, is your message to the target
audience restricted to people
electing their respective local
representatives?
While meeting people, we make
it amply clear to them to stick to
their beliefs and vote for a PM or
an MLA of their choice based on
their views. However, at the local
level, we encourage people to vote
for a competent representative
who they think will be committed
to resolving problems and bringing
about a change locally by being
approachable and engaging with
the public.
How do you see the chances of
BNP in BBMP elections whenever
it’s held?
We have a governing council,
which will put together certain criteria revolving around
civic abilities and demonstrated
impact. Therefore, BNP wouldn’t
contest in all the wards just for
the sake of contesting. We have
a strong presence in about 155
wards, but these numbers keep
changing. BNP believes that contesting isn’t the end goal. Contesting the elections is a means to the
broader end of transforming the
system. We have a model called
‘Corporator Teams’, which exists
in our wards and includes people
from varied backgrounds and
age-groups.
Does the ‘Corporator Teams’ work
like a Corporator’s team for coordination with civic agencies?
The BBMP elections are being

pushed endlessly, and it’s been
almost two-years that the city is
in a pathetic state. So in such a
situation, these self-driven teams
attend ward committee meetings
with the stakeholders and call the
required agencies like BESCOM,
BBMP, BWSSB, etc. The team is
bringing accountability and transparency.
If you win the BBMP elections, what
would be your primary objective?
BNP is approaching this at two
levels—ward level and city level.
At the ward level, every ward has a
precise manifesto, which is framed
by engaging with people and considering ward-specific issues. This
is so that the projects suggested
by the people and required for the
people will be implemented at the
ward-level.
At the city level first, we will
introduce citizen participation
through ward committees and
area sabhas to ensure implementation of beneficial projects for the
people. The second is to bring in
transparency by examining the
claims of implemented projects by
BBMP. For example, our competent tech team analysed and
pulled out 65,500 BBMP projects
from the last 5-years and made
the data public even without
being in power. We launched the
‘Lekha Beku’ initiative because
of our push and many wards are
doing ward committee meetings.
The third being quality of work
by breaking the nexus of bigger
political parties by reaching out
to people and enabling them with
data to question the authorities
and ensure quality work.
Corporation level is the most
important unit, directly engaging
with the public. Ironically, the
existence of weak local governance
seems a perennial issue throughout
the country. Does it worry BNP?
Lack of strong local governance
is the root cause of a lot of issues
about which BNP is worried. Due
to this issue, during the peak of
the second Covid wave it was a disaster in Bengaluru as 198 elected
representatives were missing and
there was no one to help. There
was no representative to drive

triaging centres at ward levels. Had
the representatives cared for their
ward’s people or even about being
re-elected, problems would have
been managed locally.
Which political party or politician
has influenced you the most?
I’ve picked up a few aspects
from every individual and party I
worked with. If one party taught
me the workings of an organisation, the other taught me to how
to keep the volunteers motivated.
And from some, I learnt the art
of communicating, orating and
connecting with people.
What was your takeaway from
Prashant Kishor’s meeting?
It was a very insightful meeting
and beyond ideology. The biggest
takeaway being not getting perturbed by what people say and
instead distancing oneself from
the noise and focusing on our
objective to make an impact rather
than comparing our political track
with that of others, since no two
people can have the same political
journey. Prashant in particular
emphasised on the skill to be a
patient and meticulous listener to
understand the wants and needs
of people which will enable us to
frame issue and region-specific
policies.
What’s your career aspiration?
Electoral politics excites me. My
aspiration is to reconcile electoral
politics and framing policies.
Which politician inspires you?
I’m inspired by the trajectory of
Raghav Chadha from AAP, which
is similar to mine. My parents
and professors from National
Law School too have inspired me.
I take positives from everybody
without making value judgements.
What’s your dream for Bengaluru?
My dream for Bengaluru is
to make it a sustainable citizen-powered city with sustainable thinking and coordination.
Youngsters are the future and I
would want them to participate
in small ways, which is the beauty
of local governance.
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he tug of war between
spring and autumn is
held together by the
rope of summer. The
onset of summer slowly
creeps up on you with trickling
sweat beads. The heat, along
with dryness or humidity, is felt
pressingly so. This year, with the
ongoing heatwave and weather
going crazy from sunny with a
chance of dehydration to stormy
with a shower of hail, stepping
out of the comfort of your home
must seem almost impossible
without wanting to crawl back
into the shade.
The heat wave all across the
country is taking a toll on the
people. The struggle is real when
it comes to coping with the
sudden rise in the temperature. Is
summer visiting early this time?
According to reports by NASA, the
highest temperature (45.9 degrees
Celsius) was recorded on April 27,
2022, in the country. The weather
department issued a warning
against the severity of heat. Now,
how do we define heatwave?
According to IMD, it is when the
temperature rises over 40 degrees
Celsius above normal temperature. It is called a severe heatwave
if the temperature crosses 47
degrees Celsius.
What is the reason behind the
blistering heat the country is
experiencing? According to Roxy
Mathew Koll, a climate scientist,
the reason is global warming.
“We have looked at data for seventy years and at the intensity, the
number of heatwaves is directly
in response to global warming,”
he said.
A research paper conducted by
M Rajeevan, Secretary of Ministry of Earth Science along with
other scientists, showed that in 50
years, India has seen about 17,000
deaths due to heatwaves. The
India Meteorological Department
(IMD) has declared an orange
alert which depicts a warning to
prepare for an imminent heatwave for Rajasthan, while a yellow
alert has been issued all over the
country asking them to prepare
for the upcoming days.
The heatwave has caused an
alert among forest officials as
277 large fire events in India
were reported on 28th April 2022
according to the Forest Survey of
India. On the other hand, farmers are facing the wrath of the
heat as it has affects the cultiva-
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SUMMER SENSES

BEAT THE HEAT
WITH MANGO
MADNESS

While we simmer and sizzle in the midst of
a relentless heatwave, let’s
take a moment to revisit
summer memories and unlock
childhood emotions through the
sweet and sour zing of mangoes

tion of crops.
Can you imagine not having
access to electricity to curb the
heat? The country has faced
tremendous blackouts in the
past few days. The reason is an
increase in coal prices and depletion of home reserves.
Is summer as unwelcoming as it
sounds? Is there anything about
summer to look forward to?

History
Except the fact that summer
rings the bells of vacation for
children, it also brings your
childhood to you in the form
of mangoes. Mangifera indica,
popularly known as mango, is
one of the most popular fruits
in India. Known as the king of
fruits, mango is highly popular
among people. From its colour
to its taste, there is nothing one
could hate about this fruit.
Mango was discovered
by mankind about
4000 years ago. It
is said that the
taste of this
fruit was
devoured
by the
west
only
for the
last 400
years.
How
much
do we really know
about this
fruit?

Originally going by the name,
Amra-Phal, mango’s scientific
fossil evidence dates back to
being found in the Northeast
India, Myanmar and Bangladesh
around 25-30 million years.
Mango is considered sacred by
many. A reference to the fruit
can be seen as early as 700 BCE
in the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad. Along with this, several
holy books have mentioned the
sacredness of the mango tree.
According to folktales, Buddha
meditated under a mango tree
along with performing many
miracles. This has given a great
place to the fruit in the history of
Buddhism. Mango in Buddhism
represents faith and prosperity.
Some even consider it to be a
vessel of knowledge and peace.
The Buddhists considered mango to be a great form of gift which
led the fruit to gain popularity.
Unless you’re someone who
doesn’t pay much attention to
the type of mango, you would be
surprised to know that there are
more than 10 types of mangoes in
India. Cultivating the fruit on 1.68
lakh hectares, Karnataka is one
of the top mango growers in the
country. If you’re a Bangalorean
here is a list of some of the best
mangoes available in the city.
• Totapuri- From pickles to
eating the pulp, it is one of the
main cultivars in India. Totapuri can be found almost in
every nook and corner. It is best
eaten when slightly unripe with
chilly and salt on the go.
• Banganapalli- The skin of the

fruit makes it appealing. Large
and oval, it has a firm pulp with
a heavenly taste.
• Mallika- As fancy as the name
sounds, this mango is achieved
by the hybridization of two
other mangoes, Neelum and
Dasheri. This undertone of the
fruit is slightly citric with a hint
of melon and honey.
• Alphonso- Locally known as
Badami, the fruit is bright golden yellow with a dash of red.
Being one of the most in-demand, Alphonso has a creamy
tenderness to it.
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a dish out of it are plenty. From
Aam Panna to raw mango curry,
these options will make any
mango lover go bonkers.
n Mango Lassi
n Mango Salad
n Mango chutney
n Aamras
n Mango mousse
n Falooda
n Kulfi.
Mango as a fruit is
dynamic when it comes
to its uses. The fruit being
rich in magnesium and
potassium has the power
to stabilize your digestive
system while maintaining
a healthy blood flow in the
body. The pulp of the fruit,
when applied as a face pack, is
known to remove tan and keep
the skin moisturized. From
fighting acne to giving you the
much-needed glow, mango does
it all. While the fruit has plenty of
benefits, it all depends on how
creative you can get.

BEAT THE HEAT

Bring the chef out in you this
summer. Mangoes can never
be extra so they can never go to
waste. The options for making

Did you know that mango is
considered a gesture of friendship along with being the symbol
of love in India? Well, next time
don’t forget to take a basket while
visiting your friends. Not just this,
the famous paisley pattern that
we see all around is said to have
taken inspiration from the fruit.
Mango is just not a fruit, is it?
For some, it is an emotion. From
bringing back your childhood
memories to making new ones,
the fruit has been at the centre
of it all. This being said, make
the most of this season. After all,
summer has just started.

MIND BREAK
May 6 - May 12, 2022
Chithra Annechira
he world of psychology is amusing
in so many ways. It is intriguing,
mind-altering and evolutionary
to say the least. Why do humans
behave the way they do? What are
the driving factors? Can their behaviour be
traced back to their childhood? Every individual is shaped differently, in the way they act,
think or even behave. While we are talking
about psychology, how can one not talk about
Sigmund Freud?
An Austrian neurologist, Sigmund Freud is
widely known for psychoanalysis among other theories that he introduced. Born on 6 May,
1856, he graduated as a doctor in 1881 and
was appointed in neuropathology in 1885.
He set his clinic up in Vienna in 1886 while
he embarked on his journey of teaching in
1902. Freudian theory has always been a topic
of discussion among critics. However, the
controversies and debate could barely mark
a dent on his legacy of influential impact. His
theories were questionable, interesting and
bizarre. There’s no better time to celebrate
and study his theories than on his 166th birth
anniversary.

T

What is psychoanalysis?
Sigmund Freud, the founder of psychoanalysis, brought in a set of therapies and techniques to treat mental disorders, specifically
related to the unconscious part of the mind.
Introduced in the early 1890s, Freud took
inspiration from Josef Breuer which was then
developed by Alfred Adler, Carl Gustav Jung
and others. A controversial study, psychoanalysis was replaced by psychodynamic
psychotherapy in the mid-20th century.
Freud believed that the root cause for every
suffering delineated back to one’s childhood.
He believed that personality wasn’t bound to
a single component and was so much more
complex than it seemed to be. This gave rise
to the three elements of personality according
to his psychoanalytical theory: the id, the ego,
the super-ego.

THE ID
Have you had the need to satiate your wants
immediately without rationalizing or thinking
twice about it? Well, Freud believed that the
Id is the primary component of the human
personality. Being the only component to
develop during birth, Id acts on the pleasure
principle. It seeks immediate gratification
from all the urges felt by the human mind
and body. Since it runs on satisfying pleasures
immediately, behaviour influenced by the Id
would not be accepted socially and morally.
For example, a kid snatches an ice cream from
his friend’s hands instead of waiting to get
his own. The kid acted on impulse instead of
thinking about the repercussions.

THE EGO
Is this the ego people talk about generally? No,
Ego is the second component of the personality which runs on the reality principle. Unlike
the Id, the Ego acts on ensuring that the needs
of the id are fulfilled and accepted socially.
Developed from the id, the ego makes sure
to align needs and a realistic approach. For
example, the same kid who snatched an ice
cream would either ask for it or would wait for
his mother to buy it for him. In this case, the

kid’s needs are being met realistically.

THE SUPER EGO
Freud stated that the last component of
personality develops around the age of five in
most children. In the journey of our life, we
learn a certain set of values and morals either
through internal or external factors such as
our parents or society. The Super Ego uses
our sense of right and wrong to help us make
decisions. It behaves like the moral cop. An
employee might find stacks of money on the
table, her id might ask her to take it since she
knows she won’t get caught. But the Super Ego
works right and wrong which stops her from
taking the money because stealing is wrong.
What’s more fascinating is that he stated
that there are three levels to the human
consciousness. He compared the three levels
to an iceberg. The top part of the iceberg was
the conscious mind, the submerged but still
visible part the preconscious and the unseen
part is the unconscious.
CONSCIOUS MIND- It is a part of the mind
that contains all the feelings felt in the
present. It also includes memories that can
be retrieved easily.
PRECONSCIOUS MIND - A part of the mind
that deals with everything that could be
brought to the conscious mind.
UNCONSCIOUS MIND- This is where the
trouble lies. The unconscious mind deals
with unpleasant details of our life, such as
repressed or suppressed memory, pain and
undesirable feelings which lie outside the
consciousness.
Have you ever called your current partner by
your ex-partner’s name? Seems like a mistake?
Freud doesn’t think so. He believed that these
“mistakes” are nothing but a revelation of
unconscious thoughts or feelings. This is
known as the Freudian Slip. Next time, look
out for these “mistakes”, for all you know they
aren’t one.
As odd as this sounds, according to Freud,
children go through different psychosexual
stages that determine their personality in
their adulthood. The five stages are:
•
•
•
•
•

Oral Stage (Birth-1 year)
Anal Stage (1-3 years)
Phallic Stage (3-6 years)
Latent Period (6-puberty)
Genital Stage (Puberty-Death)

Did you think the term “daddy issue” was a
Gen-Z thing? As problematic as this sounds,
Freud connected the Electra and Oedipus
theory to the psychosexual stages of development during the phallic stage.
Oedipus complex - According to Freud,
“the sexual wishes of a boy in regard to
the mother become more intense and the
father is perceived as an obstacle to them”.
Electra Complex - Opposite to the Oedipus
complex, this theory states that the girl
competes with the mother in order to gain the
father’s affection. It is said that fixation during
the phallic stage leads to women romanticizing men who are similar to their fathers. Well,
now you know where the term “daddy issue”
originated from.
Freud has been at the forefront of criticism,
especially for his strong views on women,
which are still debated under many roofs. His
statement, “women oppose change, receive
passively, and add nothing of their own”
wasn’t treated kindly. As complicated and outlandish as his theories sound, Sigmund Freud
was certainly a man of his time. The next time
you wake up and wonder what your dream
meant, remember what Freud said, “The
interpretation of dreams is the royal road to a
knowledge of the unconscious activities of the
mind.”

EXPLORING
THE SINEWY
LANES OF
FREUDIAN
THEORY

On the 166th birth anniversary (May 6, 1856) of renowned
neurologist Sigmund Freud let us embark on a journey
through the dark twisted lanes of our personalities. Also
deemed the founder of psychoanalysis, Freud’s theories
and principles remain a matter of debate to this day
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henever we
think about
freedom fighting and the
valiant soldiers
who fought for India’s independence, we always think about
the famous names of Subhas
Chandra Bose or Lal Bahadur
Shastri, and so on. But several
people in history remain unnamed and unknown forever
even after fighting equally hard
for the independence or safety
of our country.
Several women were a part of
this group of heroes too. We all
know of the Rani Lakshmi Bai,
Sarojini Naidu, Begum Hazrat
Mahal, Kamala Nehru, Vijaya
Lakshmi Pandit and the likes
but what about the anony-
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FEARLESS
FIGHTERS:
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mous women who were crucial
in bringing about change for
our motherland?
Some women espionages
still remain unknown till date.
These trailblazers not only
saved their country but also
broke the gender stereotype
at a time when it was hard
for women to even be recognized for who they were. They
worked in roles prominently
identified as masculine and
proved that they could be
equally useful during warfare.
These women spies gave up
their entire lives and identity
for the sake of their country.
While their contributions are
long forgotten, let us try and remember their zeal, unmatched
spirit and limitless courage
through their deeds.

WOMEN IN A
MAN’S WORLD

Even today, women fighters are less heard of than men. But some women etched a mark for
themselves in history by rising to the occasion, no matter what, and sacrificing their lives and
identities for the freedom/betterment of the country. These unsung heroines could be anyone
but when they struck, the wounds inflicted were never not lethal

SEHMAT KHAN

(PICTURE CREDIT- VAGABOMB)

(PICTURE CREDIT- WIKIPEDIA)

Her role was portrayed in the movie Raazi
in 2018 and her role was played by Alia
Bhatt. She was an actual Indian Kashmiri
woman who had gone undercover to the
country of Pakistan. She had been married to a Pakistani army officer and was
an extremely significant individual during
the Indo-Pakistan war in 1971. She was
a spy from India who had tried to gather
information on the plan of Pakistan to
sink INS Viraat which was a centaur class
aircraft and was used by the Indian Navy.
She sacrificed her whole life and showed
extreme courage while of protecting her
nation. Because of her huge sacrifice, the
Indian Army was always one step ahead
of the Pakistan Rangers and they could
finally prevent a huge crisis from taking
place. Nobody knew about her life and
experiences and the immense amount of
mental and physical sacrifice that she endured for India till the movie was made.

NOOR INAYAT
KHAN
She was the daughter of a royal
pacifist and she trained as a radio operator. She was recruited in the Britain
women’s auxiliary Air Force. She was
recruited by the Special Operations
Executive (SOE) and became the first
female operator of the wireless. She
had been successful in single-handedly creating and maintaining proper
communications between London
and Paris. She was the first woman
from South Asia and the world to be
given the George Cross for impeccable service to the SOE. She was captured by the Nazis and executed but
she never stopped being tenacious till
her last breath.
The resilience and resolution of
these women are commendable
and they should be applauded. Their
contribution and names should not be
celebrated and remembered instead of
being lost in the folds of history. These
women not only jumped head-first into
danger to help India reach freedom, but
they also sacrificed their identities, ideologies and more for the bigger good.
No matter what the situation, these
were some women who struck down
gender-stereotypes way before such
social evils even had a name. In eras
where women were expected to restrict
themselves to caring for the family and
staying in the kitchen, these fearless
women rose like oil-stoked flames in
the face of adversity.

SARASWATHI
RAJAMANI
She was born in Burma and she
joined Subhas Chandra Bose in
the Indian National Army in 1942,
when she was only 16-years old.
She was a member of the Rani of
Jhansi Regiment which dealt the
military intelligence part of the
Indian National Army. She, along
with some of her female colleagues,
disguised themselves as boys to
steal security information from the
British. She also rescued one of
her colleagues from the British by
disguising herself as a dancer and
sneaking into the main camp of the
British soldiers. During the escape
she got shot in the leg by a British
soldier but she did not stop and
kept running to save her colleague.
This story goes to account for her
perseverance in the face of danger.

Durga Bhabi

(PICTURE CREDIT- AMAR UJALA)

She was the wife of Bhagwati Charan Vohra, who had died when he was testing a bomb with
Chandrashekar Azad. She was very much interested in the freedom struggle and was an extremely
valiant young woman, as well as a spy. She helped Bhagat Singh in his fight for India’s freedom and
also introduced herself as his wife to save his life. She had a huge number of connections with the
Hindustan Socialist Republican Association. She had helped Bhagat Singh by acting as his wife and
she had also sold her jewellery worth more than Rs.3000 to rescue Bhagat Singh. After the freedom
of India, she started to live in Ghaziabad and had opened a school in Purana Kila near Lucknow.
(PICTURE CREDIT- THE BETTER INDIA)

SANDALWOOD
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360 DEGREE AUDIO
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DEBUTS IN SANDALWOOD

Dhiraj MV

Y

es, you heard it right. For the
very first time, a Kannada film is
going to explore Virtual Reality
(VR) audio recording technology. This is being implemented
in the film called ‘Once Upon a Time in
Jamaligudda’. Directed by Kushal Gowda,
the movie will star Dhananjaya and Aditi
Prabhudeva. The team completed shooting the film just recently.
We spoke to the sound designer of the
film, Abhinandan Kashyap, to know more
about this technology and what it brings
to the table in terms of movie experience.
Abhinandan is a Mysorean and a Mechanical Engineering graduate who practises music full-time now, which entails
fiddling with every aspect of sound and its
effects. He’s not only a sound designer and
sound effects technician, but also a music
director.
He says, “Usually, recording takes place
in mono (one mic) or stereo (two mics).
But in this case, we will be using four
mics that will pick up audio
from 360 degree directions.
Recording is done using four
axes, namely X, Y, Z and R.
This allows a more realistic
experience in theatres and
this is the first time the technology is being used in our
Kannada film industry. The
four mics help record sounds
from all four directions
namely left, right, up and
down and also other axes
and angles. This is the logic
behind 360-degree recording. Earlier we had to import
these mics, but now they are

Virtual Reality audio recording technology is being used
in a movie called ‘Once Upon a Time in Jamaligudda’ for
the very first time, which will supposedly enhance the
movie experience in terms of feeling a movie through
sounds and related effects
available in India.”
“The top brands are Rhode
and Zoom. These mics,
when compared to other
recording gear, are
quite expensive. There
is a huge range of
products available
in the VR mics category and one can
select as per need,”
he added.
We also spoke
to the director of
the film, Kushal
Gowda, to
understand
his reasons
behind implementing this
new technology
in his film.
He said, “My
inclination is
towards sync
sound. Also, whenever you listen to sound tracks
of most films, voices of artists have
the highest prominence and then
the music and sound effects come
into play. I do not like this set-up.
For me, I like giving equal prom-

Transgender A
Tales & Artistic
Journey of
Legitimacy
In a world where the
transgender community
is far from at par with
other citizens of society,
a documentary called
Kathegala Kanive tries to
correct people’s perception
regarding these colourful
individuals who just need
the opportunity and
exposure to shine

Dhiraj MV
Bangalore-based documentary attempts to change the
perception of people regarding
the transgender community and
encourages them to get into arts/
photography. This documentary was
recently screened at the Public Art
Festival at the Rangoli Metro Art Centre. It aimed at changing the way how
the transgender community is seen
by some people. To understand more
about this documentary and to know
where it can be viewed, we spoke
to the director of this documentary,
Vikas Badiger.
What’s the name of your documentary and what is it all about?
The documentary’s name is Kath-

inence to sound effects/ambience
tracks. It is as important as cinematography - music, acting or any other
integral aspect of the film. I believe
that stories are told well with sound
effects. I like ambient sound for scene
transitions rather than using random
sound effects. I want to tell stories
with the best sound effects and natural
and realistic ambience. Hence, I was in
the process of looking up the best ways
to capture ambient sound along with
the other sounds. That’s when I thought
the VR audio technique would fit my
requirement. VR recorded tracks give the
audience a sense of being in the location
and add on a lot in terms of nuances to
make the movie look very natural on
screen. It is Abhinandan who’s doing the
VR recording for our project and he’s
designing the sound. He is taking care of
on-set recording alongside processing the
tracks in the studio.”
egala Kanive - The Valley
of Stories. It is about a
trans artist collective
by Aravani Art Project,
learning photography,
taking pictures of their
neighbourhood, people
close to them to show what
Bangalore means to them.
How did you get the idea to do it?
Initially, I was called to just shoot
some BTS of the project, a small
photography workshop. But once we
realized how important and powerful
the idea was, we decided to pursue it
and make a documentary.
Please tell us about your team and
collaborations.
Ashwin Iyer handled the additional
cinematography and Sarabhi, who
is the editor and also helped us with
sound design, didn’t know Kannada.
Ashwin and Sarabhi both sat together
and Ashwin helped Sarabhi translate
almost all the interviews and then
edit it. Samarth Madhusudhan Rao
helped us with the English subtitles.
What is the main agenda of this documentary?
The main agenda of the documentary is to change the perception of

people regarding how they
see trans folks in public
spaces and also encourage
people in the community
to take up arts or photography as people don’t need
a formal education to avail
these options.
Where are you planning to release it?
We’ve already had a few screenings
across different spaces in Bangalore.
We also want to have one more at
BIC Blr.
What are the festivals where it has
been screened/selected? What other
festivals are you planning on submitting the documentary to?
Best Documentary - Madras Independent Film Festival, Official Selection - Chennai International docu
festival, Official Selection - Kerala
Short Film Festival, Official Selection - KASHISH Mumbai Internation
queer film festival
For how long did you shoot the documentary?
The initial idea was to shoot for two
days but we spent almost five days.
Due to the pandemic raging in full
swing, we had to split those five days
in between five months.
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s the heat reaches unprecedented levels, it’s
getting difficult to keep
up with fuel prices.
Traveling in cars and
bikes has become a luxury for the
common man. Fuel rates and fear
are directly proportional. Gone
are the days when fuel rates were
Rs 70 per litre and not singeing a
hole in your pocket. The month of
March saw a sudden rise of 6% in
the rates. Standing at Rs 100 at the
beginning of the month, it reached
Rs 107 by the end of it.
As of today, the prices stand at Rs
111.09 per litre. In 2021, the Union
Minister of petroleum and natural
gas, Dharmendra Pradhan, stated
that the steep climb in petrol
prices was due to global crude
prices. “There has been a jump in
crude oil prices in the international
market. One of the main reasons
behind the rise in fuel prices in
India is that we have to import 80%
of the oil we consume,” he said.
India has been a large consumer
of energy and crude oil due to
its vast population. The study
conducted by professionals from
Christ University sheds some
light on the same. According to
the study conducted, they drew
the conclusion that government
is not the sole reason behind the
increase in fuel rates. An excerpt
from the study stated, “The rise in
fuel price is directly linked to the
international crude oil price. The
rise in fuel prices that the country
has been witnessing is attributable
to a number of factors. While government too can play a role in cutting down the price, it is inappropriate to blame the government
alone for this hike. In fact, many
of the state governments have cut
down the VAT rate to cope with the
increased fuel price and even the
Central Government has also cut
down its excise duty on petrol and
diesel by a flat INR 2 per liter. Thus,
we can conclude that the government has a role to play in the
fuel prices in the country, but that
alone is not the only determinant
of the fuel price.”
Conspiracies behind the reasoning for the increase in fuel rates
are never-ending. But what are
the real reasons? Is it the ongoing
Russia-Ukraine War or is it an
election gimmick? The rates, which
were frozen for around 4 months,
witnessed a sudden surge. The city
went into a mode of panic buying
and resorted to “full tank” which
also led to an increase in demand.
How do you survive the crunch of
a burnt pocket?
A survey conducted by LocalCircles pointed out that 51%
Indians were cutting their personal
expenses to manage fuel costs,
while 21% were cutting costs on
essentials. Is the cost of living in
general increasing day by day?
As rates for fuel increase, families are struggling to maintain
basic household expenses. At the
same time households have been
experiencing low income. Prices
for essential goods have drastically
increased too.
While these are the downsides,
are there any advantages?
There are two sides to the coin.
While you may be spending a
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THE DILEMMA

EVS TO FIGHT

‘BURNING’
FUEL PRICES?

little too much from your pockets
for traveling, a rise in petrol rate,
after all, might have an advantage.
People who used vehicles to run
minute errands are now going by
foot. Instead of traveling by personal vehicles, people are opting for
shared transport. One way, the nature is healing. Lesser traffic, lesser
pollution. But what is the biggest
trump card of all? The introduction
of the Electric Vehicle aka ‘EV’.
These vehicles are either partially
or fully powered by electricity.

While the fuel prices
keep climbing,
establishing new
all-time highs on
the daily, let us
understand how
feasible are Electric
Vehicles as alternate
options in a scenario
where multiple
reports of EVs
catching on fire are
doing the rounds

Are EVs the future?
An eco-friendly mode of transportation that also looks cool? From
electric cars to scooters, the options are plenty. In fact, according
to reports, Maruthi Suzuki will be
launching its first electric car by
2025. While the options are plenty,
electric scooters have comparatively been popular among people.
The year 2021 proved to be a
turning point for Electric Vehicles,
especially two-wheelers. According
to the industry registrations, the
sales of Electric Vehicles in India
was significantly higher in 2021
than compared to 2020. The total
sales increased by 132% with about
2,33,971 units being sold in contrast to 2020 where only 1,00,736
units were sold.
Is this the right time to buy electric vehicles?
This might just be our one shot
at saving up our income. With the
prices for fuel skyrocketing, electric
vehicles have been in demand. The
electric market claims to have a

deck filled with advantages:
• SAVE YOURSELF FROM FUEL
PRICE HIKE- Worried about
spending half your income on
petrol? Save yourself the hassle.
With an electric vehicle running
on battery, you never have to
worry about shelling again.
• EMBRACE GREENERYRemember
how
nature

healed during lockdown? You
would be doing a great deal for
the environment by shifting to
an electric vehicle. You would be
commuting via one of the most
eco-friendly modes of travel.
• WIDE RANGE OF FEATURES - Electric two-wheelers have a wide
range of interesting features.
From their vibrant colours to
the different modes available,
everything about them screams
unique.
• GET RID OF THAT NOISE- Hated
being stranded at a traffic signal
because of the noise? Well, electric vehicles come with minimal
sound which drastically reduces
noise pollution if opted by many.
While we understand that being
an electric-run vehicle, it has its
pros, it doesn’t come without cons!
Are electric vehicles suitable for
long drives? Are charging zones accessible on highways? This could
hold back consumers from opting
for Electric Vehicles due to the lack
of accessibility while traveling to
further off places. According to
reports, by 2031, the city
will need
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at least 22,000 charging stations.

Glaring, rather ‘burning’
cons of EVs
While an Electric Vehicle can
be an optimistic option for the
future, it has recently scared its
potential buyers. On March 29,
2022 a brand-new EV in Pune was
reduced to ashes and the video
was circulated all over the internet.
The month of April has been a witness to a lot of similar unfortunate
accidents. Around 20 new electric
vehicles by Jitendra New EV Tech,
which were being transported,
caught fire on the Mumbai-Agra
highway. Within the same week,
there were at least six other similar
incidents reported which are being
investigated by the Indian Institute
of Science and Centre for Fire Explosives and Environment Safety.
Regardless of accidents occurring in the EV industry, especially
two-wheelers malfunctioning and
causing loss of life, companies are
coming up with upgraded and
improved versions to prevent this.
While most of these companies
have blamed the battery and the
rise in temperature, only time can
tell if the upgraded version is any
safer.

Know Your
Electric Vehicle
• The first crude electric
vehicle was introduced in
1832 by a Scottish Inventor, Robert Anderson.
• In recent times, there are
more than 125 different
electric vehicles on the
market.
• India’s First Electric car?
In 1993, Eddy Electric
launched Lovebird which
became India’s first electric car.
• On July 31, 1971, Lunar
Rover became the first
electric vehicle to be driven on the moon.
• Who doesn’t know Tesla?
Well, the Tesla 3 has been
the most sold electric car
standing at 1 million units.
• 0 to 100 in just 1.8 seconds? Rimac Nevera is the
fastest electric car that
comes with a top speed of
412 km/hr.

JOIE DE VIVRE
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Chaithra Annechira
t. Joseph’s College, a private educational institution run by the Karnataka
Province of the Society of
Jesus is one of the oldest
colleges in the state. Having a rich
140-year history, the college is
known for its academic as well as
co-curricular activities.
One such event hosted by them
is the Open Heart, an event that
brings out the stories of struggle
and hardships that contribute to
the success of people in society.
It aims to inspire today’s youth by
presenting these unheard stories.
Prakash Raj, Narayan Murthy,
Meghana Raj Sarja and many other
awe-spiring personalities have
graced the stage.
Open Heart 2022 took place on
May 4 at the St. Joseph’s Auditorium. This year’s chief guest was
the euphonic Indian singer Raghu
Dixit and Irom Chanu Sharmila, an
Indian activist.

S

Raghu Dixit

Raghu Dixit, born on 11 November 1974, is an Indian singer and
producer, who is now stepping
into the field of movie direction.
He believes that singing for him is
a beautiful experience, an experience that makes him feel blessed.
He said, “I have never gone a single
day without singing. I sing every
day. I believe in sharing stories of
kindness through music.”
When asked what success to him
felt like, he spoke about the “war
room” he created during the peak
of the pandemic. His music studio
was converted into a room that
could hold supplies for patients
affected by the virus. “Working
with about 1,500 people all across
the state made me feel hopeful,”
he recounted. Success to him is the
love of his people and fans.
“The day I discovered my joy,
I discovered one thing I would
always stand true to. That was music. That’s when I was successful.
Unfortunately, we compare ourselves on social media. Someone
could have much more followers
than I do but that doesn’t make
me any less of a musician or any
other person any better. My real
success is heartfelt messages from
my fans”.
He spoke about his memory
of performing for the queen of
Mysore, saying the event held a
special place in his heart. He performed during the 100th year celebration of the late king of Mysore,
Sri Jayachamarajendra Wadiyar.
He said, “It was a phenomenal
evening for me because it was my
home, my queen, right next to that
was my mother and my dance
teacher whom I consider my second mother. There was no bigger
honour than that for me”.
Opening his heart to the crowd

TALKING ABOUT
LIFE WITH AN
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Irom Chanu Sharmila

‘OPEN
HEART’

The Open Heart event at St Joseph’s
College hosted Raghu Dixit and Irom Chanu
Sharmila who spoke at length about their
lives – struggles, joys, realisations and more
– to empower the youth to pave their own
path and mould their own identities in the
face of adversities

of St. Josephs, Dixit spoke about
his dark days of enduring a failed
marriage, an attempt at self-harm
and accusations during the #MeToo movement. His speech about
mental health was empowering
and inspirational and it moved
the crowd.
“One shouldn’t run away from
mental health. You should accept
it and only then you can acknowledge that you have an issue that
needs to be sorted out. Only then
you can seek help. I’ve been seeing
my therapists for the last 3 years.
The fact that I can speak about
my dark days in front of strangers
shows how confident I am.”
Hitting rock bottom and overcoming it gracefully pushed him
to open a platform for people.
Raghu Dixit started a project called
Manadani, a website for grief
counselling started during the
pandemic. The website has around
300 counsellors across the country
who counsel in regional languages.
“Mental health isn’t like a wound. If
you find someone quiet and aloof,
reach out to them.”
He also recalled the time he was
suicidal, “I survived everything. If
I’ve touched death and come back
to life then I have a far better purpose in life. I want to save people
with my music.”
Getting candid during the show,
he spoke about his upcoming
multi-lingual album which is due
in August 2022, called “Shakkar”.
The album holds tracks that are

about staying alive when he didn’t
want to.
“A track in the album is about a
little girl who steals sugar from
the market for people who have
never tasted sugar,” he said about
Shakarpari, a song from
the album. The album
also has songs about
self-love.
His witty answers
sent the crowd
into a frenzy. When
asked about his most
successful song, he
replied by saying, “My
most successful work
so far are the songs
that people have never
heard because they are
yet to happen.”
He ended his talk by
giving the students a
little pep talk about
careers and passion.
“Find what you love.
No matter how much
you force yourself
to do something
you’re not interested in, you will
be unsuccessful.
Once you find
something you
love, you will not
be able to escape it. Success
is relative. Do
not compare
yourself with
anyone.”

Known as the Iron Lady of Manipur, the next chief guest was Irom
Sharmila, an Indian civil rights
activist, political activist and poet.
She was recorded as the longest
hunger strike holder in the world,
which went on for 16 years.
She began her silent protest
against the Armed Forces Act, of
1958. In the light of 2014 International Women’s Day, she was voted
the top woman icon of India by
an MSN poll. Arrested, released,
and re-arrested, she had a case of
attempted suicide on the third day
of her fast.
Now settled in Bangalore, she
said that she understood politics now. “I have understood the
political system now. In India,
in my own state, it is corrupt.”
She said, “As I was lying in bed,
I understood that lying down
and waiting doesn’t help. I had to

change my strategy. People saw me
as a symbol of resistance. I broke
my struggle from a hunger strike
to moving into politics.” But it was
a shock to her when she received
only 90 votes.
Sharmila founded a party called
People’s Resurgence and Justice
Alliance (PRJA), which had three
candidates.
Sitting across a room full of audiences looking up to her, she said,
“My failures and my challenges
are different. I challenged society.
The society laughed at me. I am
a human being who has her own
tone, her own voice, her own right.
I love my life; I love my judgments.
I never let them make my history. I
make my own history.”
When asked who her mentor
was, she quoted that it was her
own conscience. “As a human
being, the attachment of religion,
my motherland, citizenship and so
on, right now, have a much wider
view in my life. I tell God every day
that whatever I am feeling, you
know who I am. I don’t care about
what other people view me as. As
long as what I am doing is right, I
will do it.”
Taking part in a quick rapid
round, she said she would choose
poetry to help spread her words.
When asked if she would choose
talking in judicial custody or St.Joseph’s college, she answered, “Why
Judicial Custody?”
Saying she is happy in Bangalore
at the moment and has no plans of
relocating to Manipur, her words
for the youth were, “If you want to
do something good for the betterment of the society, do it without
any second thoughts. Don’t underestimate yourself.”

PICS: JOE LOUIS D ANTO
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BEND IT LIKE YOGA

BADDHA PADMASANA

Baddha padmasana

Baddha padmasana is a challenging and advanced
variation of padmasana (lotus pose) that opens the
heart, increases vitality and energy, and offers a
number of other benefits to the body and mind.
This is one of the most important asanas in yoga
with lots of health benefits. It is also known as The
Locked Lotus Pose. The name Baddha Padmasana actually comes from Sanskrit, where Baddha
means locked, Padma means lotus and Asana
means pose. So combining all the words, it’s pronounced as The Locked Lotus Pose. This pose is
the advanced level of Padmasana. You can try this
asana only after you master padmasana.

YOGA BACKBEND

What are yoga backbends?

Gayatri Tagore
Gayatri Tagore has been
teaching yoga for 5
years. She has done her
TTC from Mysore and
is currently a practising
Ashtanga. She is trained
in prenatal and postnatal professional as well.

Yoga backbends are one of the main categories of
yoga poses. Practicing backbends open up the front
body, increase your hip flexibility and improve the
mobility of your lumbar and thoracic spine. Backbends need to be balanced with an equal amount
of quantity and intensity of forward bending yoga
poses. Backbends will be more challenging to
practice if you sit at a desk all day or have low-back
pain. There is a wide range of back-bending yoga
poses so all levels of yoga practitioners have suitable options for practice.

Dr Akshatha Shetty

CELEBRITY AESTHETIC PHYSICIAN,
Generalsecretary at COCTASSI, Medical
director at Dr. Shetty Medspa & Hairplant

SAY GOODBYE TO
GHOULISH TIRED EYES
n 

T

n

ear trough or under-eye
hollowness is very common
among adults. These days it’s
more common among youngsters
due to irregular sleeping patterns,
stress, late night gadgets, extreme
workouts, doping and so on!
Under eye fillers is a more promising treatment to get rid of tear
trough and pesky under eye bags.
Most commonly, light molecular
weight hyaluronic acid filters are
used.
Stem cell serums are showing
evident results under clinical trials.

If the filler is injected too superficial to the skin surface the area
might get a bluish-green puffy appearance. This is known as Tyndall
effect. In most cases, filler needs
to be dissolved with hyalurindase
injection.

Serious side effects include:
Asymmetric look
Nerve paralysis
n Tiny bumps at injection site
n Scarring
n Blindness
So it’s very important to get these
treatments from expert aesthetic
physicians.
n 
n 

Benefits of under eye fillers
They help get rid of wrinkles, dark
circles, fine lines, under eye bags,
and adds volume to deep sockets.

How much does it cost?

How is the procedure done?
Under eye fillers is a non-surgical procedure. The fillers mostly
contain hyaluronic acid, stem cells
plasma fillers and fat serum, that
is injected directly into the under
eye area.
The treatment lasts for 15-18
months in case of hyaluronic acid
fillers. Stem cell serums, fat serums
and plasma fillers last for longer
years provided healthy stress-free

Puffiness
Small red dot at injection site
Bruising

n 

lifestyle management.

What is Hyaluronic acid?
Hyaluronic acid is naturally produced by the body. Hyaluronic acid
fillers are made from a synthetic
gel that mimics body’s natural substances. Please note that it should
be injected by a trained expert
aesthetic physician, otherwise it

For followup, queries & suggestions on what our
experts should cover kindly reach us out at
wellness@ourbangaloreweekly.com

could lead to serious issues.
Hyaluronic acid fillers have been
shown to support collagen production in the skin.
As Hyaluronic acid fillers are a
jelly-like substance, easily mouldable and giving instant results, they
are most commonly used at the
doctor’s office.

promising.
The fat graft is usually extracted
from the abdomen, hips, buttocks
and thighs.
It is a laparoscopic technology
under general anaesthesia. Cellular
fluid is processed and injected
back into deep sockets.

How does fat transfer help?

Any side effects of Hyaluronic acid under eye fillers?

If you have a deep tear trough,
wherein your lower eye lid and
cheek meet with deep malar
crease, fat injection can be more

The most common adverse effect
from fillers would be at the site of
injection
n Redness

Eye fillers cost anywhere between
Rs 22,000-25,000.

What would be post under
eye filler care?
Avoid sleeping for 4 hours. It is better to sit upright. Avoid workouts
for 4 hours as fillers need to adapt
to underlying skin structure and
absorb moisture.
Avoid steam, facial, massage for 3
to 4 weeks.
To get rid of tired eyes, dark
circles, tear troughs and under eye
wrinkles, fillers would be the best
possible option at your expert
doctor’s office.

SPIRITUAL JOURNEY
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Number 8 and the nuances of Saturn

T

GAUTHAM AZAD
An engineer by qualification
and a numerologist by
profession, Gautham Azad
has been fascinated by
numbers since childhood.
He is a trusted advisor to
successful industrialists,
businessmen, corporate
houses, renowned
politicians and famous
Bollywood celebrities. What
started out as a passion,
turned into a full-fledged
profession in 2014, when
he decided to quit his
job with an MNC to start
a full-time Numerology
consultancy under the
brand name NUMMEROBAY.
His engineering background
allows him to practice it
more as a science than
superstition

his article is about people
born on the 8th, 17th and
26th of any month. Also
for people having their
destiny number or name
number as 8.
People born on 8th, 17th and 26th
are ruled by Saturn or Shani. The
planet Saturn is a hype in India. Most
of the people feel that Saturn gives
only bad results which is not true.
Amitabh Bachchan is a result of
excellent Saturn, same goes for
Dhirubhai Ambani. Saturn is one
of the only two planets which has
potential to take an individual to excellent heights. The only other planet
being Jupiter.
Saturn is the son of the Sun. Sun’s
wife left him because of his power
and heat. It was not possible to
tolerate so much power or heat by
anyone. Being clever, Sun’s wife left
a replica of herself called Chhaya
to fool Sun. Sun was not able to
understand the trick and after a few
years, Chhaya gave birth to a child
Saturn. Since Chhaya was not the
original wife, the child Saturn was
dark and ugly looking with red eyes.
Immediately after seeing Saturn, Sun
understood what was going on for
so many years. In anger, Sun threw
Saturn towards Earth. There are two
points to be derived from here:
1) Saturn lives very close to Sun and
that is why it affects the most to
the people on Earth.
2) Saturn is a bitter enemy of the Sun
after this incident.
Saturn is the planet of darkness. It
is the slowest planet in the universe
and is extremely slow in giving
results. The best time of people born
on 8th, 17th and 26th is after the age
of 35.
Of-course exceptions are there.
Saturn is known as the planet of
discipline. Saturn does not give

Number 8 Psychic (when negative)
1) Failure in love and relationships 2)
Revengeful 3) Trust people easily 4)
Addiction to bad habits 5) Irritating 6)
Depressive 7) Involvement in illegal
activities
Examples
Dr Manmohan Singh, Md Ali, Mother
Teresa, John Abraham, Roger Federer,
Narendra Modi Gauri Khan

good results to people with ego and
involved in illegal activities.
Also, Saturn is the planet for delays
and obstacles in life. For example,
I used to write my name as Rohit
Singhania till sometime back. Now
this number is 44 or 8. My life was full
of delays and obstacles. If someone
used to take 15 days to get a visa, it
took me 2 months and many more
incidents. I changed my name to
Rohit K Singhania and I am living a
different life now.
Now let’s move to the basic characteristics of Saturn or Number 8 people. These characteristics also apply
to all Capricorn’s and Aquarius as the
ruler of these zodiacs is Saturn.
The characteristics of number 8
Psychic people are:
1) Self-centered: Number 8 people
often don’t share their feelings
with a lot of people. They prefer to
keep things to themselves even
if they keep on suffering because
of it.
2) Hard working: This is the best
quality of number 8 people. Saturn
gives results late in life but it gives
the energy to its natives which
makes them hard working.
3) Accept challenges readily: Number

8 people are always ready to
accept challenges.
4) Reserved and patient: Mostly true
for people born on 8th of any
month.
5) Strong will power
6) Number of struggle, delays and
obstacles: This is the worst quality
of Number 8 people and it is difficult to get away with it. Though
there are few Number 8 people
who do exceptionally well behind
(there’s a different story behind it.
It will be covered later in the end).
Lucky Days: Friday, Saturday
Lucky Colours: Dark blue, Grey
Unlucky Colours: Red, Deep brown
Lucky Dates: 5 series Rules over:
Teeth, bones, urinary track.
Professions Suited: Government
officials, coal merchants, dealers
of black commodities, trade union
dealers, labour employments
Number 8 Psychic (when positive)
People born on 8th, 17th or 26th,
please note that the effect increases
if the month is August as it is also
number 8.
1) Strong will and determination 2)
Reserved and patient 3) Great fighter
4) Materialistic 5) Never accept defeat
6) Hard working 7) Well balanced

Cricket chakra
Number 8 has been an obstacle in
many people’s life. Let’s talk about
cricketers.
Rahul Dravid Sourav Ganguly
They had problems in their career.
Their performance was not up to the
mark.
Ganguly was kicked out. Ganguly’s
birthday is on 8th July. So number 8
played its role.
Rahul Dravid was born on 11th Jan,
1973. Excellent date of birth with
destiny number 5. So where is the
problem? Rahul comes to 17 and
Rahul Dravid is 35. So you can see his
name number is 8.
So you can see number 8 plays its
role in creating delays and obstacles.
I would advise all the readers to
change their name number if it is 8
now.
Tennis
Psychic 8 with destiny 8 is seen to do
wonders in some cases. Like Roger
Federer, 8-8-1981. So many 8′s and
he is the best ever Tennis player
born. Number 8 is related to moksha.
Numerologists say that for number
8 people this is their last life on earth
as they get moksha after this. Some
have good deeds from their previous
lives so they do excellent in their live
because of the benefits from their
previous lives. When others have bad
deeds from their previous life, they
suffer and leave.
Also, anyone who dies on 8th, 17th
or 26th of any month gets moksha.
This is also applicable if the total of
the date, month, year of that day is 8.

CHANGE YOUR DNA TO CHANGE YOUR LIFE

D

NA activation workshop!
A profound experience of
being one with what is!
We are now moving towards functioning as a true
stellar person. Now how exciting is that?
What comes with this process is a multitude of benefits and a true empowerment of oneself by awakening the
potential of who you are originally and
to enable the bio circuitry to function at
its optimum level.
You may wonder how it is possible to
bring about change with a single-day
workshop, know what we are capable
of even though we may not know of it.
This workshop aims to leave you with
an expanded understanding of your
own life and the world you exist in and
beyond this universe.
Then you may ask how you can benefit? Why not explore it because, listing
the benefits will be very limiting. It’s all
about you are activating or enabling
your 97% of the dormant DNA to access
the power it holds.

call us @

+91 6364882689
+91
080 4966 7045
Email: info@woqem.com/ritamahajan2@gmail.com
visit:www.woqem.com

FIND OUT HOW!

Attend the FREE Introduction
to DNA Activation Workshop
on May 7, 2022 from 3.00 pm
to 7.00 pm followed by
high tea!
Venue: WOQEM Quantum Wellness International
#44/5, 1st floor, Dickenson Road, Next to
Sultan Jewellers, above Myway Restaruant,
Bangalore-560042
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